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Lewis and Clark In Oregon 
 
Captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark entered Oregon in October of 
1805 as part of the Corps of Discovery expedition. They had just met the Nez 
Perce tribe, who took their horses in exchange for help building canoes to make 
it to the Pacific Ocean. They traveled down the Clearwater, Snake, and along the 
Columbia Rivers to trek through northwest Oregon.  
 
Their Nez Perce guide warned the expedition that they would travel through 
dangerous areas with risks of violent attacks from Native peoples. Even though 
the captains used more negative terms to describe their encounters with the 
new Native peoples, they were not subject to any hostility. They roughed the 
rapids of The Dalles and Celilo Falls before descending the Cascades Rapids. 
 
Their expedition successfully sighted the Pacific Ocean on November 7, 1805. 
Clark, upon seeing the ocean, wrote in his journal, “Ocian in view! O! the joy.” 
The Corps reached the ocean on November 18, and took a vote whether they 
should stay the winter or head back home. Sacagawea, their female Shoshone 
guide, and York, a slave, were included in the vote. It was decided that they 
would build a winter fort near the mouth of the Columbia River. It was 
completed in December of 1805, and they called it Fort Clatsop, after the 
helpful local tribe that had recommended the site.   
 
In total, Lewis and Clark spent nine months in Oregon (1805–1806). They 
established trade with many French-Canadian fur trappers and missionaries. In 
the spring of 1806, the Corps left Fort Clatsop to make the return journey to 
Missouri. Thomas Jefferson’s interest in Oregon grew after reading their 
journals about the expedition. In 1846, Oregon became an official territory of 
the United States.   
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Answer the following questions based on the map and background: 

1. What direction did the expedition travel to reach the Pacific Ocean? 
_______________ 

2. What square contains the rapids of the Dalles Falls and the Cascades 
Rapids? _______________ 

3. What square contains Fort Clatsop? _______________ 
4. How long did Lewis and Clark stay in Oregon? _____________________ 

	  


